You Are Invited to UPTA Meeting

Agenda

- Welcome speech & introduction by The UPTA
  by Skylla Zhu & Amy Xing

- School development
  by Dr. Michael Wylie

- Perspective on the year ahead in Primary
  by Michelle Jones

- Perspective on the year ahead in Secondary
  by Robert Service

- Introduction of Utahloy Language Centre (ULC)
  by Tim Shepherd

Small break

- Perspective on the year ahead in Sports
  by Morgan Scotney

- Perspective on the year ahead in Music & Performance
  by Elena Rusina

- Health and Safety considerations at UISG
  by Mandy Spence

- ICT
  by Jason Kaiser

Date: September 4th, 2019
Time: 9:30am to 12:30pm
Venue: Admin Hall

A Workshop on International Baccalaureate (IB) Curriculum will follow the meeting.
(More details to come)